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in his fine article on the- kingdom  of ^rlvijaya  (B.  E. F.
E. 0.3 XVIII, 6, 15).    M.  Ferrand has  only  reproduced
the name without adding  anything  to it  in  his detailed
review of  this work (/. A., 1919, II, 172).    The Malaya
name  of the carambol tree is balimbing or belimbing \  in
India this  name is used for a variety of  carambol tree,
the  Averr&oa  Bilimbi of Linne,  which  yields a sweeter
fruit than   karmaranga;    in    Telugu :   bilibili,   bilumbi,
gommareku,    pulu&ukaya;    in   Tamil :    kosaittamarattai,
pilimbi jpulissa&ay,   pulima -    in    Malayalam :   bilimpi,
karissakka,   vilumpi;    in   Canarese :    bilimbi,    bimbuli
(Lushington, List, 366 ; cf. also Yule-Burnell, s. v. blimbee*
The note furnished by Yule and Burnell, s. v. Carambola,
may be conveniently  reproduced here ;  "Sir  J.  Hooker
observes that the fact that there is an  acid and   a  sweet-
fruited variety (blimbee) of this plant indicates a  very  old
cultivation.") But the evidence of Garcia de Orta, amongst
.others,  shows  clearly  that  for  a competent  connoisseur
karmaranga  and  bilimbi  are equivalent  terms :   " These
carambolas are called  in  Canar and   the Decan  camariz
and in  Malaya balimba" (Yule-Burnell, s. v Carambola.)
And Linschoten (ibid) :    " The  fruit which the Malabaris
and the Portuguese call Carambola is called Camarix in the
Decean, Camarix and Carabeli in Canara  and  Bolumba in
Malay/'    Mevilimbangam should,  therefore,  be analysed,
in the inscription of Tanjore,  like   Ma-Damalingam,  Ma-
"Nakkavaram, as He-"Pilimbangam ; it is clear that Vilim-
bang am  is  the Indian transcription of Malaya belimbing
which  is the    equivalent    of  Karmaranga.    The Indian
name   of   the fruit   derived    from   the  name   of    the
country,  has  become  in  its  turn  the  indication  of the
country itself 5  Karmaranga has become  the  country  of
the   carambol tree, and   as   caq   be  seen   in  the  list

